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Zorpit-TWALL Transparent Sealing
DESCRIPTION
Colourless monocomponent-liquid-based solvents and
siloxanes. For use on vertical or inclined surfaces
which are absorbent.
APPLICATIONS
Especially suitable for vertical or inclined surfaces.
-For Waterproofing bricks, mortars, ceramic tiles,
natural and artificial stones
Q: For the treatment and protection of terracotta.
USAGE AND DOSAGE
Surfaces must be clean and dry.
Can be applied with brush, roller or airless.
Apply a layer and cover completely the surface.
* For added security we recommend a second lighter
layer, right after the surface has absorbed the first
layer and before it is totally dry.
The maximum capacity of waterproofing can be
reached 24 h after application.
Depending on the absorbency of the surface the usual
expense is set between 4 and 7 square meters per
litre per layer. Nevertheless it is advisable to perform
a preliminary test to determine how much will be
spent.

Surface: The surface should be sanitized, clean, dry
and free of dust and grease.
-For Bricks, we recommend two to three days of
drying after cleaning.
-Metal surfaces must be free of rust.

PROPERTIES
-Fully repeles water and external moisture, allowing the
passage of water vapor.
-Inert treatment with high oxidation resistance to chemical
attacks, as well as fungi, bacteria, etc.
-Density 20 ° C: 0.8 g / cm.
-Aspect: colorless liquid.
-Drying (20 ° C) 1 hour.
PRECAUTIONS
-Do not smoke, take drinks or eat during handling.
-Use gloves, mask and eye protection.
-For Disposal follow local and national regulations.
-Flammable.
-Product: Stir well before use. Can be applied with brush or
roller, although the application with wide brush allows a
better finish because it allows spreading the product evenly.

This Technical data sheet, such as recommendations and information given serves only to describe, Usagee and product
applications. The data and information provided are based on our expertise, laboratory tests and practical experience.
The recommended dosages are based on our own experience, but however these may vary according to the different
usgae conditions. Actual measurements should be determined in the work itself through pretests and are the sole
responsibility of the customer. Product usage that is not adjusted to the recommended is not of our responsibility. Our
technical service will be at your disposal for any further advice. There is a safety sheet available.
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